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Judge Cannon rejects Trump's Presidential Records Act defense
In Florida, Judge Aileen Cannon refused to dismiss the classified documents case. A judge in Georgia turned down a First Amendment defense in the election interference case.
Read the latest on Trump's legal cases »
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Biden to Netanyahu: Israel must implement concrete steps to address suffering
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Mystery surrounds $30 million L.A. cash heist from Easter Sunday
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Conan O'Brien will return to 'Tonight Show' 14 years after he was fired as host
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Study reveals the lottery numbers most likely to win amid $1.23B Powerball fever
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The big business — and dangers — of the 'anti-diet' movement
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Politics·Yahoo News
Will the primary 'protest vote' against Biden and Trump make a difference in November?
It could matter in a razor-thin contest. Just don’t expect a big swing in either direction.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NFL mock draft: Patriots trade out of No. 3 but still get their QB, and what do Bills do after Stefon Diggs trade?
As we turn toward the draft, here's Charles McDonald and Nate Tice's latest lively mock.
14 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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News·The Yodel
Biden and Netanyahu schedule high-stakes call, Taiwan rescue efforts underway and Angel Reese declares for the WNBA draft
The stories you need to start your day: Biden and Netanyahu’s high-stakes call, Angel Reese eyes WNBA and more in today’s edition of The Yodel newsletter
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: Ranking the women's Final Four starters from 1 to 20
It’s the final weekend of the college basketball season and the two best point guards in the class of 2020 are not only still playing, but will face off against each other.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·LA Times
Travis Kelce, with billionaire girlfriend Taylor Swift, may have taken happiness to a new level
Taylor Swift's boyfriend, Travis Kelce, says he's "oozing life" after their recent vacation in the Bahamas.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Stefon Diggs trade winners and losers: Josh Allen, C.J. Stroud, AFC defensive backs and more
Wednesday's deal will reverberate not just across two franchises, but the AFC. How's everybody looking now?
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Rangers vs. Devils opens with line brawl, resulting in eight ejections
History indicated Wednesday's matchup would be tense.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo News
Total solar eclipse guide 2024: When it is, where the path of totality is, how to watch it safely and more
Everything you need to know about the April 8 celestial event.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·The Kitchn
We Asked 3 Chefs to Name the Best Canned Tuna, and They All Said the Same Thing
“Turns out, there’s one hook for all three.”
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Fortune
The ‘growing crisis of the young American male’ could send home prices falling for years or even decades, says the ‘Oracle of Wall Street’
Meredith Whitney says demographic shifts will ‘invert’ the housing market’s supply/demand dynamic.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 25 best college graduation gifts for the class of 2024
It's time for a toast! Treat your 2024 graduate to one of these special graduation gifts anyone would enjoy.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Life
Should you be worried about bird flu? What to know amid new U.S. cases.
A dairy farm worker in Texas is the second-ever case of human infection in the U.S. Here's what it means for you.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life
What the total solar eclipse could mean for your zodiac sign: An astrologer breaks it down
An astrologist weighs in on the 2024 solar eclipse.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness Final Four: How to watch every game of the men and women's NCAA tournament
The madness continues this weekend with the NCAA tournament's Final Four games.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Sports
Andrew Siciliano, face of 'Red Zone Channel,' and others out at NFL Network, per report
NFL Network is laying off four of its most popular and talented on-air personalities.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Rashee Rice didn't learn from the past, maybe other NFL players will learn from Rice
Rashee Rice should have taken a lesson from recent history.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
USWNT captain Lindsey Horan and Alex Morgan issue statement after Korbin Albert apologizes for anti-LGBTQ content
Morgan alluded to some "hard conversations" with Albert over the past week.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Marcus Mariota to make history with Commanders as 1st NFL QB to wear No. 0
Mariota's previous number had an important meaning.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Bills GM admits team 'probably not' better after Stefon Diggs trade, hasn't spoken with Josh Allen
Brandon Beane didn't hide the fact the Bills have some moves to make.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
A's reach deal to play in Sacramento while waiting for Las Vegas stadium
The A's will head to Las Vegas by way of Sacramento.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Dallas mayor hints at bringing Chiefs to Cowboys territory after stadium vote fails
This obviously isn't happening.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Canada Style
Jamie Otis says she 'never knew' her husband was recovering from an opioid addiction until she was pregnant with her first child 
"My hubby's been completely off opioid addiction meds and has remained sober!," Otis said.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo Sports
Police investigation finds audio of racial slur used against Utah women's basketball team
Following the incident, the team moved to a different hotel closer to the host city.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
WrestleMania 40: Predictions for every match on Nights 1 and 2
WWE's biggest event of the year, WrestleMania 40, takes place this weekend at Lincoln Financial Field in Philadelphia. The two-night extravaganza features 13 matches, with all seven of WWE's major championships on the line. Here's how we predict the event will unfold.
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NFL Draft: Favorite prospects, from no-doubt No. 1 pick to some old-school running backs
As we turn toward the draft, Charles McDonald gives you his 11 favorite prospects in this class, with some marquee names — and others that may someday become one.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
USC hires Arkansas coach Eric Musselman to replace Andy Enfield
Musselman has led Arkansas to eight NCAA tournament wins in three appearances.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NBA Fact or Fiction: Does Nikola Jokić have any challengers in the MVP race?
How do the top MVP candidates stack up with the Nuggets star. Let's take a case-by-case look.
10 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Mike Tyson confirms Jake Paul boxing match is an exhibition but insists it'll be an actual fight
Mike Tyson is supposed to step in the ring against Jake Paul on July 20.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Final Four: The most popular bet for national semifinals is NC State
The most unlikely story in this Final Four is a favorite among bettors.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness conundrum: How do you officiate Purdue big man Zach Edey?
Is Zach Edey the toughest player to officiate in college basketball. 'Yes,' one official says. 'He's a unicorn.'
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo Sports
Rashee Rice's lawyer confirms Chiefs WR was driving Lamborghini involved in multi-vehicle crash in Dallas
Rice apologized for his part in the crash before details were clear.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
5 hitters surprising early this MLB season, including the Astros' Yainer Diaz and Yankees' Anthony Volpe
If these five hitters can sustain their hot starts, their 2024 breakouts could be difference-makers for their teams.
10 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·HawgBeat
Eric Musselman leaving Arkansas for USC job
Arkansas head coach Eric Musselman has parted ways with the Razorbacks to take the same position at USC, the school announced Thursday.  “My family and I couldn't be more excited for this incredible opportunity at USC," Musselman told USC Athletics.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NBA Daily Playoff Picture: The one where the Warriors and Rockets tangle for the final time
With the regular season winding down, here's an updated look at the playoff picture and the stakes for Thursday's slate of games.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Knicks lose Randle until next year, Hornets' coaching search & Jrue Holiday's stellar season | No Cap Room
Jake Fischer and Dan Devine talk about Steve Clifford stepping down as head coach of the Hornets, Chauncey Bills and Vince Carter making the Hall of Fame, Julius Randle’s season-ending surgery and a lot more.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
How Final Four stars Zach Edey and Donovan Clingan project as NBA big men
The NCAA tournament has catapulted both big men to another level, leaving many to wonder where each player could possibly be drafted by NBA teams in June.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Paramount stock drops after buyout rumors: 'The worst time in the world to sell'
Paramount has reportedly entered into exclusive merger talks with David Ellison's Skydance Media. IAC chairman and Fox founder Barry Diller says the timing couldn't be worse.
3 min read


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Trojan Sports
USC announces hiring of basketball coach Eric Musselman
Just three days after longtime basketball coach Andy Enfield formally departed for SMU after 11 seasons with the Trojans, USC already has his replacement.  USC officially announced the hiring of Eric Musselman on Thursday, capping a quick coaching search that lacked much suspense as the former Arkansas coach was rumored and reported as the top candidate from the start.  Scanning the remaining field, USC didn't seem to have many overtly compelling options -- with exception to Musselman.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·Engadget
Only 57 companies produced 80 percent of global carbon dioxide
A new report found that just 57 companies produced 80 percent of carbon dioxide emissions worldwide between 2016 and 2022.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Why Julius Randle's season-ending surgery is such a tough blow for the Knicks
Randle's season-ending surgery is a brutal stomach punch for a Knicks team that’s been reeling through a rash of injuries. Can New York still make noise in the playoffs?
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Stock market today: Stocks slide after Fedspeak as oil surges, March jobs report on deck
Focus is turning to the looming monthly jobs report after Fed Chair Jerome Powell didn't change his tune on rates.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Shohei Ohtani hits 1st Dodgers HR after (relatively) slow start
Ohtani hit a homer off a lefty-killer who hadn't allowed a long ball to a lefty in three seasons.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Why the Fed is wading into uncharted waters: Morning Brief
Facing a "bumpy" path to 2% inflation, Jay Powell and the Fed don't have much in the way of historical precedent to work with. Cut cycles aren't the same as they used to be.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·OUInsider
Sooner Softball By the Numbers: Week 9
Here's how OU softball stacks up against the best teams in the country and their opponent this week-- No. 5 Texas.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·The Wrap
Dan Rather ‘Vehemently’ Denounces Trump as President for One ‘Simple’ Reason
“It’s not about politics,” the veteran newscaster says ahead of the 2024 presidential election The post Dan Rather ‘Vehemently’ Denounces Trump as President for One ‘Simple’ Reason appeared first on TheWrap.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Life & Style
Kelly Clarkson’s Diet Is Having Some Stinky Side Effects That Are ‘Holding Her Back’
Kelly Clarkson looks incredible after her recent weight loss, but sources tell Life & Style the daytime diva’s breath has left some scrunching their noses. “She’s not eating much, and working on an empty stomach has had some nasty side effects, particularly bad breath,” the insider exclusively tells Life & Style. The 41-year-old Emmy winner...
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·People
Shirley Jones Turns 90! Sons Shaun Cassidy,  Patrick Cassidy and Ryan Cassidy Celebrate “Partridge Family” Star
"Simple things mean the most to her," Shaun Cassidy said of his mom
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·InStyle
Elizabeth Hurley Finally Addressed Rumors She Took Prince Harry's Virginity
Royal fans have long theorized she's the "older woman" Harry talks about in his memoir.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Deadline
Stephen Colbert Fights Tears In Moving Memorial Tribute To Executive Assistant Amy Cole
Stephen Colbert fought back tears as he ended Monday’s episode of CBS’ The Late Show with a black title card paying tribute to his late, longtime executive assistant Amy Cole, who had died the day before in New York following a brief illness. Cole had been battling cancer, according to colleagues who posted tributes on …
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·People
Rebel Wilson Reveals Actor She Lost Virginity to at 35, Says He Didn’t Know It Was Her First Time
"Micks, I know this might be news to you if you are reading this, but yes, I lost my virginity to you," Wilson revealed in her new memoir
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·People
Nicole Scherzinger Wishes Fiancé Thom Evans a Happy Birthday with Cheeky Photo: 'My Love'
"Thank you for keeping me laughing from the inside out after all these years," the singer wrote
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Fox News
Kirsten Dunst was stunned by male director's 'inappropriate question' he asked her at 16
Auditioning for a coveted role at the age of 16, Kirsten Dunst remembers being asked a "totally improper" question by a male director and recognizing "something was wrong" with the situation.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Fox Business
California minimum wage shocks fast food workers as restaurant closes: 'Only the beginning,' ex-manager warns
The Fosters Freeze team in Lemoore, California, felt "shock" as they learned of the restaurant's last-minute closure on Monday, following the state's newly enacted $20 minimum wage law.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·People
Shaquille O'Neal Says He Threw His Olympic Gold Medal Out the Car Window After Winning It in 1996
The Hall of Famer said he was "so mad" after only playing the final two minutes of the game at the Atlanta Olympics
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·CNN
‘SNL’ star Sarah Sherman has hilarious response to TikToker who said the show has never hired a ‘hot woman’
To nobody’s surprise, “Saturday Night Live” cast member Sarah Sherman has a sense of humor when it comes to people commenting on her – and her castmates’ – physical appearance.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·CNN
Paul McCartney says Beyoncé’s ‘Blackbird’ cover ‘reinforces’ civil rights message that inspired him to write it
Paul McCartney is singing his praises for Beyoncé’s version of “Blackbird.” The music legend on Thursday wrote on Instagram that he’s “so happy” with the cover.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Palm Beach Daily News
Billionaire fights to dock his boat on water behind his house. His 164-foot boat, that is.
A North Palm Beach homeowner says village officials are illegally stopping him from docking his megayacht behind his house.
8 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·BuzzFeed
"I Silently Cringe When People Bring It Up": People Are Sharing The Incredibly Popular Things That Are Actually Really, Really Bad
"I had to tell so many people who tried to get me into those that just because it’s on the bestseller’s list doesn’t mean it’s good."
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·People
Mom Mourns News Her Baby Has Down Syndrome. Then Daughter's Birth Changes Their Family Plans (Exclusive)
Of having her daughter Aria, Kirstin Czernek says, "I fell instantly in love and it opened my eyes to the Down syndrome community as a whole"
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·BuzzFeed
This Is One Unexpected Sign Of Colon Cancer That Doctors Urge People Not To Ignore
This symptom is often dismissed, which is why it's so important to recognize.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·LA Times
Trump says he'll jail his opponents. Members of the House Jan. 6 committee are preparing
California Democratic Reps. Zoe Lofgren, Adam B. Schiff and Pete Aguilar are among those who believe they could be targeted for retribution if Trump is reelected.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·People
Molly Ringwald Says Daughter Mathilda Was Conceived in Studio 54 Dressing Room During Run of“ Cabaret”: 'Iconic'
The actress shares her three kids with husband Panio Gianopoulos
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Fox News
Teacher's children found with slain mom after 'disguised' husband kidnapped them: police
A Florida teacher was kidnapped by her husband during a messy divorce and shot in front of their 10- and 17-year-old children, police said.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·SheKnows
Travis Kelce Just Revealed What He Wants to Name His Firstborn — & We’re Here for the Alliteration
While Traylor fans go nuts speculating about whether marriage and/or building a family is on the horizon for Travis Kelce and Taylor Swift, Travis is adding fuel to the fire. The tight end for the Kansas City Chiefs just revealed on a new episode of his podcast New Heights — which he co-hosts with his …
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·TheBlast
Melania Trump's Campaign Excuse Branded 'Pathetic' By Former Aide: 'Melania Lied!'
Melania Trump's former aide, Stephanie Wolkoff, has slammed the reported reason she has been absent from the campaign trail as "pathetic."
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·NBC News
'Foul play' suspected after 2 women never showed up to pick up kids, Oklahoma officials say
Authorities in Oklahoma said Wednesday they suspect “foul play” in the disappearance of two Kansas women who failed to show up to pick up children last week.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·CNN
Japanese people could all be called Sato by 2531, study warns. But they’d need to get married first
Everyone in Japan could one day have the same surname unless its restrictive marriage laws change, according to a new study. But the country’s dwindling marriage rate could buck that trend and a rapidly declining population might render it moot entirely.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·CNN
Federal judge condemns ‘normalization’ of January 6 while sentencing defiant rioter
A federal judge on Wednesday blasted a convicted January 6 rioter for downplaying the US Capitol attack and using the kind of revisionist rhetoric that former President Donald Trump often uses on the campaign trial.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·Associated Press
In rare call, Russian defense minister warns French counterpart against sending troops to Ukraine
Russia's defense minister warned his French counterpart against deploying troops to Ukraine in a rare phone call Wednesday and noted that Moscow is ready to take part in talks to end the conflict.  Sergei Shoigu told French Defense Minister Sébastien Lecornu that if Paris follows up on its statements about the possibility of sending a French military contingent to Ukraine, “it will create problems for France itself,” according to a statement from the Russian Defense Ministry.
2 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Jimmy Kimmel Reminds Trump Just How Much He's Hated By People Who Know Him Best
The late-night host delivers a blunt refresher to the ex-president.
1 min read
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Lifestyle·BuzzFeed
I Cannot Stop Laughing At These Entitled People Who Thought They Deserved Free Stuff For No Good Reason
"My partner and I are going on holiday for five weeks. We are seeing if anyone is able to visit our two medium dogs. They will need to be fed, of course, and walked every now and then. Hoping for free but willing to pay if last resort."
2 min read
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Entertainment·Variety
Nickelodeon Host Marc Summers Walked Out of ‘Quiet on Set’ Interview, Says Doc Pulled a ‘Bait and Switch’ on Him: ‘They Lied to Me’
Marc Summers is speaking out about his experience being interviewed for ID’s “Quiet on Set: The Dark Side of Kids TV” documentary. During an appearance on “Elvis Duran and the Morning Show,” the longtime host said he was called and asked to be part of a doc about Nickelodeon. At the time he agreed, he …
3 min read
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Entertainment·Variety
Christian Bale Transforms Into Frankenstein’s Monster in First Look at Maggie Gyllenhaal’s ‘The Bride’
Christian Bale is Frankenstein’s monster in a first look at Maggie Gyllenhaal’s “The Bride.” The director, who is teaming up with Warner Bros. for the period film, shared images on Instagram from a recent camera test for the movie. Bale’s monster makes his debut alongside Gyllenhaal’s “The Lost Daughter” Oscar nominee Jessie Buckley as the …
1 min read
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Opinion·The New Republic
You’ll Never Guess What RFK Jr. Says Really Causes Mass Shootings
The independent presidential candidate has an interesting opinion on what causes mass shootings.
2 min read
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Sports·E! News
Vontae Davis’ Brother Vernon Davis Details NFL Player’s Final Moments
Former NFL tight end Vernon Davis shared that his late brother, Dolphins cornerback Vontae Davis, appeared to have slipped outside of his sauna before his April 1 death. He was 35.
2 min read
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Celebrity·Wrestle Zone
Chelsea Green Claims She Was Kicked Out Of NYC Hotel After Being Mistaken For An Escort
Chelsea Green suffered an embarrassing case of mistaken identity this week. The WWE Star has been a constant presence in the WWE in recent months. She recently held the Women’s Tag Team Championship with Piper Niven. The Canadian has impressed since her return to the company at the 2023 Royal Rumble. Despite appearing regularly on […] The post Chelsea Green Claims She Was Kicked Out Of NYC Hotel After Being Mistaken For An Escort appeared first on Wrestlezone.
2 min read
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US·CNN
Prosecutors say school shooter Ethan Crumbley’s parents show ‘chilling lack of remorse’ after manslaughter convictions
In newly filed court documents, Michigan prosecutors are asking a judge to sentence the parents of school shooter Ethan Crumbley to at least 10 years in prison, alleging they have both showed a “chilling lack of remorse” after they were convicted for involuntary manslaughter.
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US·United Press International
In civil fraud case, Donald Trump submits corrected bond following rejection by N.Y. courts
Attorneys for former president Donald Trump have resubmitted his $175 million bond for his civil fraud judgment in New York Thursday, following a rejection by the court.
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US·CNN
University of Texas at Austin eliminating nearly 60 staff who once worked in DEI roles, civil rights and faculty groups say
The University of Texas at Austin has sent layoff notices to an estimated 60 staff members who previously worked in diversity, equity and inclusion roles, according to the Texas NAACP and the Texas Conference of American Association of University Professors.
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TodayRain with a high of 44 °F (6.7 °C) and a 56% chance of precipitation. Winds NW at 14 mph (22.5 kph).52°38°

FriShowers today with a high of 51 °F (10.6 °C) and a low of 36 °F (2.2 °C). There is a 51% chance of precipitation.51°36°

SatPartly cloudy today with a high of 54 °F (12.2 °C) and a low of 37 °F (2.8 °C).54°37°

SunPartly cloudy today with a high of 62 °F (16.7 °C) and a low of 38 °F (3.3 °C).62°38°
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Daily Horoscope

Change your horoscope signAquarius
Aries
Cancer
Capricorn
Gemini
Leo
Libra
Pisces
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Taurus
Virgo









April 4 -You're experiencing a taste of what others go through every day, and you may or may not enjoy it! Regardless, you should be able to face your people with more wisdom than usual afterward. 
See more
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